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Did that grab your attention?

I hope so…
I don’t think I am on my own in seeking to grab the 
viewers attention at the start of my AV production.



Contents
• The initial hook to get the viewer interested.
• The end which leaves a question or a thought
• The foil to make the audience think the AV is about 

something else altogether.
• The interlude to give the audience time to think.
• The break of flow to wake up the audience. 



Screen Play



The Initial Hook



The Initial Hook in AV - Examples
• We escape the winter gloom for our week in the sun. We relax in pastures 

new - a world away from the dark winter nights. New sights and new 
sounds, so different from our hum drum winter routine. 

• I consider myself to be a man of the soil – after all, my father was a farmer.
• I should have known it was going to be an adventure when it took five 

attempts to land at the airport! Animals on the runway.
• When I hear this hymn what I see is the sun appearing like a jewel casting 

almost horizontal rays which light up the burning clouds and then as we 
climb the sun disappears only to rise again Its unbelievably beautiful … 

• Ancient myths. Celtic creatures of the water. Kelpies are believed to inhabit 
Scottish rivers and lochs. Shapeshifting. Sometime human. But often in the 
form of horses. Malevolent beasts …



The 
Magnificent

Ending 



A powerful 
conclusion.



Ending an AV – one of mine …



Recording a Voice Over
• Your smart phone makes for a superb voice  and SFX recorder. 
• Always record in .wav format (similar to RAW). MP3 is OK though.
• Consider the purchase of a microphone (a complex subject!)
• Perhaps you know an actor or use https://www.fiverr.com/
• And if you don’t like the sound of your own voice, there is always AI.
https://freetools.textmagic.com/text-to-speech
https://www.narakeet.com/app/text-to-audio
https://speechify.com/text-to-speech-online/
• However, only you can give the mood and feeling you seek



Ending an AV – one of mine …



Creating a soundtrack and feel
• Write a script. (Make it personal, don’t read out the guidebook)
• Some people are using AI. “Write me a film script about the Canadian 

Rockies in the style of a documentary”
• The written word is different to the spoken word.
• Give it space to breath.
• Think about the balance between voice, music (not to loud) and SFX.
• You will need to mix it – many software option available.
• I use Adobe Audition. Consider “Audacity” which is a free programme.
• PTE AV Studio offers very good sound editing.
• Like anything new, something of a vertical learning curve!









Its all very 
well …

• Having a great start and ending …

• It's just that too often, they are too far 
apart …

• Some AVs are 12 minutes long and 
keep you gripped and interested all 
the way.

• Others are 4 minutes, and you soon 
lose interest.

• Maintaining interest is an important 
skill in AV making





How do you create a different story?

• A trip to the Canadian Rockies with some lovely landscape pictures.
• They might go well to some music but how can I make it more 

interesting?
• Then I remembered the great photographer Ansel Adams and started 

study his work.
• An idea! Recreate Ansel Adams in my own special way.
• Try to fool the audience into thinking they are all archival images
• Put a twist in the tale/tail (you decide which is the right word)
• You be the judge …





Gilding the 
Lily…

• Let the pictures talk for themselves.

• The words should stand up for 
themselves as well.

• Listen to others.

• The rest is down to timing and 
production.

Thankyou for your interest


